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Software architecture is often confused with low-level design and the technology stack. Technology vendors and popular technology-focused journals tend to propagate this misunderstanding. As a result, many software engineers produce architecture descriptions that are nothing more than regurgitated diagrams of technology layers. The classic enterprise application architecture is often a diagram of so-called architectural layers depicting a presentation layer on top of a business logic layer (or middle-tier) on top of a persistence layer. This representation communicates nothing about how the system handles the functional or nonfunctional requirements of the system. It merely shows the technology to be used and how that technology will be integrated.

There is a temptation to assume that the layers of an application architecture map directly to individual technologies: Presentation is composed of Java Servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP); the business layer is composed of Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB); and the persistence layer is a relational database management system (RDBMS). For some simple systems, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the architectural layers and individual technologies. Those assumptions quickly become fallacies when the system becomes functionally more complex. Presentation logic may be composed not only of the servlets and JSP but also of EJBs and data stored in a relational database (for example, user preferences). Business logic may be composed not only of middle-tier EJB objects but also stored procedures and database triggers as well as other component technologies such as business rules engines and workflow engines.

For one system that I had to redesign, the only architectural description that existed was just such a technology stack. It depicted how eXtensible Markup Language (XML) documents would be passed between Java Servlets and
Enterprise JavaBeans as a flexible approach to creating the middle-tier application programming interface (API). It said nothing about how the system was composed of a main business logic subsystem, a security subsystem, and a reporting subsystem. Instead, it focused on how XML documents would be mapped to and from the relational database tables. Engineers on the project would often draw whiteboard diagrams of the system to include these three subsystems, as well as several other functional modules. The reality was that these were not modules. There was no separation or decoupling between any of them. The reporting module was composed of some user interface code that queried data from the same database tables that the other functions of the system operated on. The security logic was just an aspect of the system. There was no discernable security module; instead, the security logic was embedded in many objects throughout the system. The development organization structured itself around the presentation layer and everything else, treating the user interface as if it were a true module. The resulting system was difficult and costly to develop and maintain.

Software architecting involves the design of a system from multiple viewpoints. The common viewpoints used in software engineering are the technology stack (or physical) view, the object (or data) model, and the use case (or behavioral) view. These viewpoints are useful and necessary because they capture many types of design decisions and represent many system qualities such as functionality, information, and physical construction. They do not represent many other important system quality attributes such as modifiability, buildability, security, reliability, and performance, nor do they represent non-operational or business-oriented qualities such as the ability to reduce development and maintenance costs.

The problem with representing an architecture with this single technology-focused view is that we only see a vertical slice through a multidimensional system. Many architectural decisions cannot be represented in this view. If this is the only view we create, then we will probably neglect the other views to the detriment of the system itself.

An often ignored architectural viewpoint is the component or subsystem view of a system. By definition, a system is an aggregation of cooperating components. Without this view the system appears as a single module, despite the fact that engineers may talk about the security subsystem or the reporting system. It’s easy to draw a few boxes and arrows on a whiteboard, but if these boxes and arrows don’t mean anything, then we shouldn’t bother.

A module has a clear interface that other modules import. The internals of the module are free to change. A Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver is an example. Applications rely on the published JDBC Java interfaces. Many vendors produce implementations, but they all conform to the same interface and therefore can be replaced. If an element of code cannot be replaced by another implementation without causing other elements to change, then that element of
code is not a module. What makes a system modular is the relatively small amount of information shared between the modules and the development teams designing and implementing those modules. Treating something as if it were a module will only frustrate the developers and managers.

In the above system, one of the first true decompositions of the system was the separation of the reporting system from the operational (or transactional) system. The results were tremendous, especially given the simplicity of the decomposition. No longer were there performance problems with running queries against the operational tables. No longer were operational and reporting use cases intertwined. The system was much easier to develop and maintain. In hindsight, the separation of the system into these two modules seems obvious and trivial. Yet when no one was looking at the system from this point of view, it was far from obvious, and the problems incurred were great. This little design decision can even be expressed as a software architecture pattern: *Separate operational data from analytic data* so that the two are loosely coupled such that they may be designed, developed, and maintained fairly independently and so that the system may have better performance.

Software architecture is emerging as a new discipline in software development in response to the growing complexity of software systems and the problems they are attempting to solve. Software is becoming the dominant component of many systems, and it is necessary for the community to develop new practices, principles, and standards so that we may somehow manage the growing complexity.

There are a couple of philosophies concerning how to improve the software crisis. One approach is to improve the quality of the software development process. In this school of thought, quality can be improved by using iterative development techniques, rapid application development (RAD) tools, frequent integration and testing, and keeping careful records so that an organization can build up historical data that will aid in improving the process in future product cycles. It uses iterative/increment development processes like the Rational Unified Process and the Capability Maturity Model (CMM). Another approach for improving software quality is to stay away from the heavyweight planning-oriented processes and instead adopt agile processes and use of techniques such as RAD and eXtreme Programming (XP).

Most software engineers in the role of software architect have little or no training in the discipline of software architecture, mostly because there is no well-developed theory or standard university curriculum. As for prior generations of untrained software programmers who developed their craft through trial and error, a lot of rediscovery of principles, patterns, and techniques occurs. Practitioners and researchers began to document reusable patterns of software design and engineering processes. There is a body of knowledge accumulating in the industry and being documented as principles and patterns in books, conference proceedings, and technical journals. However,
the practicing software architect scarcely has time to keep up with the flow of information, let alone enough time to synthesize it into practical knowledge. This book is an attempt to synthesize and distill much of this information so that the practicing software architect, and especially the beginning software architect, may be able to fill in the gaps in his or her understanding of software architecture design.

*The Art of Software Architecture* presents software architecting independently of any particular engineering process or organization maturity. It supplies the software architect with the information and tools necessary to make sound architectural decisions and create effective software architectures. The book includes thorough introductions to and applications of methodologies; design representations and models; technologies (such as object-orientation and component-orientation); reference models; architectural frameworks; and analysis, design, and architecture patterns.

No one book can serve as a software architect’s handbook. The subject is broad and deep, and it is evolving. This book focuses on how software architects create software architectures. It outlines the discipline and its methodologies and gives the reader a sense of the scope of the topic. Whereas many software architecture books focus on a process or a technology-based view, this book is organized around the fundamentals, models, and techniques of software architecture design.

This book focuses on the design methods and techniques that a software architect must practice. You cannot become a good architect by simply reading about it; you must apply the things you have learned in order to understand how they *should* be applied and how best to apply them. One barrier to effectively using object-oriented design, for example, is the skill in actually defining the right objects and their relationships. UML and object-oriented programming languages only help you express your designs; they do not help you produce good designs. Another barrier is that a solution is only as good as the problem statement. If the problem statement is confusing, wrong, or missing, then the design process has no input (“garbage in/garbage out”).

**The Goals of This Book**

The demands of software development organizations strain software designers. This is especially true of smaller development organizations that do not have standardized development processes or a lot of experience in architecting software. These organizations make up about 70 percent of the software organizations that exist today. Most of these organizations cannot implement expansive development methodologies or adopt formal software design specification methods for any number of reasons such as cost of training in time and money, cost of tools to support the methodology, cost of evangelizing the methodology in terms of time and personal energy, the risk of introducing a
new methodology while trying to build software, and simply a lack of understanding of the practical importance of an effective software architecting process. Software development organizations need to implement practices that improve the software architecture without necessarily requiring the organization to change overnight. The software architects are often the persons who need to effect this change.

This book is especially for the software architect in the smaller, less mature software development organization (characterized as predominantly practicing ad hoc development). It provides practical guidance on the generation of effective software architectures. It will:

- Provide a sound understanding of the fundamental concepts of software architecture
- Serve as a road map through the information and schools of thought in software architecture
- Teach classic software architecting styles, patterns, heuristics, methodologies, and models

**How This Book Is Organized**

Most of the literature on software architecture addresses the structure of software but not the design processes and heuristics for generating them. Software pattern books provide a lot of help in this area because they not only show abstract software structures but they also provide some techniques for generating architectures based on these patterns. What seem to be missing are the fundamentals of software design, especially from the architecture perspective.

This book provides an integrated view of design methods, processes, practices, heuristics, and patterns and gives the reader a better sense of the scope of the topic of software architecture while providing practical guidance for designing software architectures from analysis through implementation.

In Chapter 1, “Introduction to Software Architecture,” I explore the roots of software architecture. The fundamental problems of software development, which comprise the **software crisis**, are that software is expensive to develop, it is typically of low quality, and it is often delivered late. Software development has undergone several small revolutions or paradigm shifts to address these problems. Each new paradigm incorporates new technologies but still solves the problems the same basic way.

Software architecture is an emerging discipline that focuses on the design of software at a level higher than the programming language. It is possible to reason about many qualities of a software system before it is built, based on the architectural design models or **architectural description**.
In Chapter 2, “The Software Product Life Cycle,” I address the role of software architecture in the software product development life cycle. There are many methodologies and views of software development, which we call development life-cycle models. Different stakeholders have different perspectives and concerns and need to see different information in order to assess progress and quality. Architecture provides another viewpoint of the life cycle that involves developing a system design that balances the competing concerns of all stakeholders.

Chapter 3, “The Architecture Design Process,” presents a general model of the process of architectural design. A design solution to a problem may be a concrete artifact like source code, or it may be an abstract artifact like a high-level model. Software design is a progression of refining abstract problem statements to executable code. In the middle of this progression is a series of models that help the problem-solving process.

Design is the process of finding or discovering solutions to problems. Design methods help us search for these solutions. Models are one way to manage the complexity of design discovery. Models represent essential knowledge for solving a particular problem while suppressing other knowledge that may be irrelevant to the problem and the inclusion of which would only hinder the design process.

In Chapter 4, “Introduction to Software Design,” I present the fundamental methods and techniques of software design. Software design can be viewed as a psychological activity in which a designer is applying design principles to problems in order to produce solutions. In a systematic design methodology, we reduce the risk of project failure by producing more than one possible solution; that is, we search for the solution. In Chapter 5, “Complexity and Modularity,” precise definitions of complexity, modularity, and the notion of architectural levels of design are presented. Complexity is one of the main forces that we attempt to manage with our software development tools and methods. When not managed, complexity can cause a project to be delivered late, over budget, or cancelled. Complexity can be measured by the interconnectedness of things. In order for a system or process to exhibit complexity, it must be an aggregation of multiple interconnected parts. We refer to these connections as dependencies. A fundamental tool in representing a complex system, the design structure matrix (DSM), is presented.

The design structure matrix can help the architecture find the right modules for the system and the shared design decisions among modules, which are called design rules.

Design is about finding solutions to problems. In Chapter 6, “Models and Knowledge Representation,” we see that problems and solutions are both forms of systems knowledge. In order to begin a search for a solution, we must understand the problem. There is a hierarchy of systems knowledge starting from the most basic knowledge of the types of attributes of a system, the values of those attributes, generative models that can generate those attribute
values, and finally a physical system that implements the generative model. Models are the means by which we capture and represent knowledge about the system that we are designing.

In Chapter 7, “Architecture Representation,” we learn about the problems of describing the component structure of a software system. The classic views of software have fairly mature modeling notations. However, there are no standard architecture description languages that are expressive enough to represent many types of architectural styles and yet still be practical. This chapter continues the theme of models into the more concrete realm of architecture representation.

In Chapter 8, “Quality Models and Quality Attributes,” I present classic system quality attributes and how the architectural design can address them. A system is understood by understanding its quality attributes. The classic software quality attribute types include functionality, security, performance, reliability, and modifiability.

In Chapter 9, “Architectural Design Principles,” we learn about specific methods and techniques that can help us discover the components of the system. Design principles are applied within the context of design methods and techniques.

Chapter 10, “Applying Architectural Styles and Patterns,” presents the concept of architectural style and how it influences the architecting process. Architectural styles are generalized knowledge captured about existing system architectures. There is a small set of basic architectural styles from which an architecture may be derived.

Chapter 11, “Understanding Metamodels,” continues the theme of architecture models. A metamodel is a model for creating models. Well-defined metamodels can help in the discovery and creation of architectural designs by reusing domain knowledge. Reference models are metamodels that describe domain-specific problem decompositions. A reference model may be an industry standard, such as the common warehouse metamodel or the workflow reference model or an informal model presented in the software design literature. In this chapter we see how to use metamodels in the architecture process.

In Chapter 12, “Creating Architectural Descriptions,” I present the IEEE Recommended Practice for the Description of Software Intensive Systems, Std. 1471. This is a standard framework for software architectural description based on the concept of multiple views.

Chapter 13, “Using Architecture Frameworks,” continues with the theme of the architectural description. In this chapter I present the 4+1 View Model of Architecture and the ISO Reference Model for Open Distributed Computing (RM-ODP) as specific frameworks for creating an architectural description. The RM-ODP is a powerful model that prescribes five standard views of architecture: the enterprise viewpoint, the information viewpoint, the computational viewpoint, the engineering viewpoint, and the technology viewpoint. By following the metamodels of each of these viewpoints, the software architect can
create a series of architectural models that represent the system in various states of abstraction.

I end the book with Chapter 14, “Software Architecture Quality.” In this chapter I return to the subject of quality at the architectural level of design. Quality cannot be tested into a system, so a system must be designed with quality. The candidate architecture for a system can be assessed to understand the quality attribute characteristics of the system described, before actually constructing the system. A software architecture description can be evaluated so that we may understand many potential quality attributes of the system including modifiability, performance, and reliability. Each quality attribute can be assessed using different assessment techniques.

Who Should Read This Book

Beginning software architects are usually experienced software engineers. However, the software engineer must make a mental paradigm shift when it comes to designing software systems at the architectural level. All of his or her prior knowledge about object-oriented programming is still applicable, but it must be applied on a different scale, at different levels of abstraction. This book is useful for understanding how to architect a software system and even how to design a single module. The design principles can be applied at many levels of software design. Experienced software architects will find new material to broaden their knowledge and provide them with a fresh insight into software architecting.

Technical managers will gain insight into the processes of software architecting, as well as the styles of architecture and techniques used to generate them. This will enable managers to more effectively create project teams, plans, and schedules, as well as implement reuse plans, conduct design reviews, and choose an appropriate process framework. Architecture, organization, and process are interwoven. The architecture of a system influences the structure of an organization and the process by which a system is realized. Technical managers will also learn that the architecture of a system addresses many business- and development-related requirements.

Depending on what you want out of this book, you should have experience in one or more of the following:

- Object-oriented programming with a language such as C++ or Java
- Managing object-oriented projects
- Object-oriented analysis and design
- Other systems analysis and design techniques (for example, structured analysis)
Software architecture involves the integration of software development methodologies and models, which distinguishes it from particular analysis and design methodologies. The structure of complex software solutions departs from the description of the problem, adding to the complexity of software development. Software architecture is a body of methods and techniques that helps us to manage the complexities of software development.

Software architecture is a natural extension of the software engineering discipline. In early literature it was simply referred to as *programming in the large*. Software architecture presents a view of a software system as components and connectors. Components encapsulate some coherent set of functionality. Connectors realize the runtime interaction between components. The system design achieves certain qualities based on its composition from components and connectors. The architecture of a software system can be specified in a document called the architectural description. Software architecture design is not entirely different from existing software design methodologies. Rather it complements them with additional views of a system that have not been traditionally handled by methodologies like object-oriented design. We will learn that software architecture fits within a larger *enterprise architecture* that also encompasses business architecture, information technology architecture, and data architecture.
This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the evolution of software development, followed by the fundamental engineering techniques that comprise the discipline of software engineering. Finally, we look at the craft of software architecture as a discipline that complements software engineering.

**Evolution of Software Development**

Roughly every decade the software development field experiences a shift in software design paradigms. Design methodologies and tools must evolve as the problems and technologies become more complex. Software development was born around 1949 when the first stored-program computer, the Cambridge EDSAC, was created. Programs were initially created as binary machine instructions. This approach to programming proved to be slow and difficult because of the human inability to easily memorize long, complex binary strings. The notion of a human-readable shorthand for designing programs was conceived. Initially, the concept behind the programming shorthand was to allow a program designer to design a program and for a programmer or coder to manually translate the shorthand into binary code.

In the early 1950s, it became apparent that the majority of a programmer’s time was spent correcting mistakes in software. One response to this situation was the creation of program subroutines that allowed programmers to reuse program fragments that had already been written and debugged, thus improving the productivity of programmers. By the late 1950s, the handcrafting of programs—even with the aid of reusable subroutines—was becoming uneconomical. Hence research in the area of automatic programming systems began. Automatic programming would allow programmers to write programs in a high-level language code, which was easier to read by humans, that would then be converted into binary machine instructions by use of another program. Thus, the first paradigm shift in software development was about to occur.

Experienced binary programmers were reluctant to change their habits to adopt a new method of working and resisted automatic programming. However, automatic programming became the dominant paradigm after International Business Machines (IBM) developed an automatic programming system for scientific programs called FORTRAN (the Formula Translator). Automatic programming not only improved programmer productivity but it also made programs portable across hardware platforms. Porting to new hardware prior to automatic programming required rewriting an entire program, which was too costly and a hindrance to selling hardware. By the mid-1960s, FORTRAN had established itself as the dominant language for scientific programming.
During the 1960s, there was a dramatic rise in the number of software development contractors and ready-made programs for specific vertical markets, such as banking and insurance. The term *software* was coined as an implicit recognition that software was viewed as an entity in its own right. Software was also being marketed and sold separately from hardware, which marked a departure from the earlier practices of giving software away for free as part of the hardware platform. The hiding of the internal details of an operating system using abstract programming interfaces improved programmer productivity and helped make programs more portable across hardware platforms. Programs could work with logical files instead of physical locations of bits on a tape or magnetic disk. It was also during this period that extensive research began in programming languages, which continued through the 1970s.

By the late 1960s, it was clear that software development was unlike the construction of physical structures: You couldn’t simply hire more programmers to speed up a lagging development project (Brooks, 1975). Software had become a critical component of many systems, yet was too complex to develop with any certainty of schedule or quality. This imposed financial and public safety concerns. The situation became known as the *software crisis*, and in response the software development community instituted *software engineering* as a discipline. It called for software manufacturing to be based on the same types of theoretical foundations and practical disciplines that are traditional for the established branches of engineering.

In 1968, Edsger Dijkstra published a paper on the design of a multiprogramming system called “THE” (Dijkstra, 1968). This is one of the first papers to document the design of a software system using hierarchical layers, from which the phrase *layers of abstraction* was derived. Dijkstra organized the design of the system in layers in order to reduce the overall complexity of the software. Though the term *architecture* had not yet been used to describe software design, this was certainly the first glimpse of software architecture; programming in the large was a common phrase used to describe this aspect of software design.

A second paradigm shift occurred in the first half of the 1970s with the development of structured design and software development models. These were based on a more organic, evolutionary approach, departing from the waterfall-based methodologies of hardware engineering. Research into quantitative techniques for software design began but never established itself in mainstream industry, in part due to the inherent qualitative nature of software systems. During this time researchers began focusing on software design to address the problems of developing complex software systems. The premise of this work was that software design is a separate activity from implementation in software development and that it requires its own tools, techniques, and modeling languages.
In 1972 David Parnas published a paper that discussed how modularity in systems design could improve system flexibility and comprehensibility while shortening development time (Parnas, 1972). He introduced the programming world to the concept of information hiding, which is one of the most fundamental design principles in software development today.

In the 1980s, software engineering research shifted focus toward integrating designs and design processes into the larger context of software development process and management. Structured design methods could not scale as software systems grew in complexity, and in the latter half of the 1980s a new design paradigm began to take hold—object-orientation. With object-oriented programming, software engineers could (in theory) model the problem domain and solution domain within an implementation language. Research that led to object orientation can be traced back to the late 1960s with the development of Simula, a simulation programming language, and it was later refined in Smalltalk. Object-oriented programming started to become popular with C++. At this time there was also a shift in application design metaphors from text-based terminals to graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Object-oriented programming was well suited for the development of GUIs. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the term software architecture began to appear in literature.

Object-oriented programming was in full swing by the mid-1990s, when the Internet became the new computing platform. At around the same time, software design was experiencing another shift. This time it was not away from the prior design paradigms, however, but rather toward an integration of methods. Object orientation was being augmented with design techniques such as Class/Responsibilities/Collaborators (CRC) cards and use case analysis. Methods and modeling notations that came out of the structured design movement were making their way into the object-oriented modeling methods. This included diagramming techniques such as state transition diagrams and processing models.

It was becoming obvious that an integrated, multiviewed approach to design was required to manage the complexity of designing and developing large-scale software systems. This multiview approach culminated in the development of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), which integrates modeling concepts and notations from many methodologists. It was also during the late 1990s that design patterns started becoming a popular way to share design knowledge.

I believe that we are experiencing a fifth paradigm shift in software development, which is the recognition that software architecture is an important aspect of software development and of the introduction of software architecture methods and activities into the software development life cycle. This shift, like the last one, is not one of divergence of design methods but rather one of the integration of new methods and activities with existing methods and activities.